Follow Me As I Follow Christ - A Journey with Paul

“How to Handle a Shipwreck”  
David Owens

Scripture Reading: Isaiah 43:1b-3a; Sermon covers: Acts 27 8.28.16

Introduction:
A. Most shipwrecks are anything but a _____________.
B. In Acts 27, Luke vividly records their shipwreck experience and Paul’s _________ to it.
C. As we study Luke’s account of Paul’s perilous voyage to Rome, we want to learn lessons for our own lives.
D. All of us will inevitably face our own perfect storms of life, and we need to learn how to face those storms __________ and stare down our feelings of _________.

I. Paul’s Shipwreck
A. Acts 27:1-12

B. Acts 27:13-20

C. Acts 27:21-18:10

II. How to Handle Our Own Shipwrecks
A. The anchor of ____________ stability.

B. The anchor of ____________ stability.

C. The anchor of ____________ stability.

D. The anchor of ____________ stability.

E. The anchor of ____________ stability.

Answer Key:  Intro.A. comedy.  B. reaction.  D. head-on, panic.  II.A. spiritual.  II.B. interpersonal.  II.C. physical.  II.D. mental.  II.E. purposeful.